
 

Noba Anderson, Director 
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The views expressed in this letter are those of the director and do not necessarily reflect those of the corporation or the full board of directors. 

Dear Fellow SRD Directors  
June 20, 2019  
 
I submit this belated report from my time at the BC Community Bus Forum on Gabriola 
Island, April 6-7, for which I received support from this Board to attend. 

Cortes Context 

But first, by way of setting some context as to how I came to have an interest in this forum I 
share the following. Using monies from the SRD’s Cortes Gas Tax fund we funded a Cortes 
Transportation Study which was completed in 2017 and presented to this Board at that time. 
There are a number of recommendations that emerged from that study, all of which are 
highlighted in the attached three page CORTES ISLAND TRANSPORTATION 
DEMAND STUDY 2017: A BRIEF OVERVIEW. One of the key recommendations was 
to further explore the ‘Quadra Island Crossing.’ Since that time the Cortes Connection, a 
private bus connecting Cortes to Campbell River by ferry across Quadra, stopped operating, 
making this area of focus all the more acutely needed.  
 
Since that time, the Cortes Transportation Committee has been created under the umbrella 
of the Friends of Cortes Island Society. It meets regularly to identify opportunities and 
advance proposals, partnerships and initiatives. It has identified community busses as a top 
action priority, especially connecting foot passengers between the two ferry terminals on 
Quadra Island. Because of this priority focus area, they began reaching out to other rural 
islands with community busses and learned about the Community Bus Forum. 
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Community Bus Forum 

The first ever BC Community Bus Forum was hosted by the Gabriola Community Bus 
Foundation, with three members of the Cortes Transportation Committee in attendance. 
Gabriola participants defined a ‘community bus’ as one that has been developed by and is 
operated by members of the community and does not receive significant funding from 
external sources (e.g., from BC Transit). The intent of community buses is that they fill holes 
in rural areas where public transit is lacking. Gabriola is the provincial leader in this field as 
they now have a stably funded year round, community-driven community bus. To learn 
more, visit www.gabriolacommunitybus.com The goal of the forum was to provide an 
opportunity to share the experiences of organizations that have created or would like to 
create community bus systems in BC. In addition to a great community bus tour of Gabriola, 
general information was shared by the participating communities of Pender, Galiano, Thetis, 
Crawford Bay, Gabriola and Cortes.  We discussed financial models and funding sources for 
community buses, community engagement and environmental issues, regulations for 
community buses, and applications of technology in transit systems as well as bus-taxi 
relationships. 
 

BC Community Bus Coalition Formation 

One outstanding outcome of the Community Bus Forum was the formation of the BC 
Community Bus Coalition, who has been active ever since. The Coalition represents rural 
BC communities that have created, or want to create, their own transit systems. The 
Coalition is comprised of one representative from each interested community, including 
Cortes and now Quadra, and aims to advocate for favourable conditions for community 
buses to thrive in BC; especially in island communities. They presented at the June Islands 
Trust Council meeting on Galiano Island, have proposed a session at the next UBCM and 
are planning lobbying work in Victoria. The Coalition also secured some personnel funding 
to get off the ground and have hired Stephen Baugh, a Rural Planning Master's Student, to 

undertake a Community Bus Inventory project.  

 
 
 

 
 

http://www.gabriolacommunitybus.com/
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Some of the issues for which the Coalition is advocating: 
 

• A different funding formula for community bus systems, with one option being the 
40/60 funding formula for community buses that would mirror the one currently in 
place for larger urban transit systems under BC Transit; 

 

• Support for changes to regulatory structure or create a separate community bus 
regulatory structure; 

 

• Seed funding for start-ups, and for communities planning to establish a community 
bus as part of a safe and sustainable rural transportation system; 

 

• Funding from BC Transit, which should include different metrics than currently used (it 
should consider issues such as density, social benefits, tourism); and 

 

• BC-wide collaboration. 
 

VIU Masters Study for Cortes & Quadra Community Bus Viability  

At the Forum, Cortes delegates connected with Ericka Amador, a Masters student from 
VIU’s Community Planning Department, who was interested in doing her masters work on 
the viability of an island community bus. After discussions with her, she confirmed that her 
communities of study would be Quadra and Cortes. She has begun her research and will be 
completing her work by the spring of 2020. A summary of her study outline is here below. 
 

Ericka Amador – VIU Masters Student of Community Planning  
Though there are many metrics available on conventional transit, few exist for 
community buses. This study aims to create clearly defined indicators of success for island 
community bus schemes. To determine whether a community bus might be the solution to the 
lack of transportation options on both Quadra and Cortes Islands, this study will apply the 
indicators of success derived from community buses on the Southern Gulf Islands to 
the conditions on Quadra and Cortes Islands. 
 
To standardize indicators of success for community buses and determine the feasibility of a 
community bus on Quadra and Cortes Islands this study will explore the following questions: 
 
1.    What are indicators of success for island community buses? 
2.    Is a community bus feasible for Quadra Island? 
3.    Is a community bus feasible for Cortes Island? 
4.    What alternatives exist to serve the community’s transportation needs and how can they be 
best implemented to complement or replace the bus’s efforts? 
 
 If it is determined that Quadra and Cortes Islands could potentially meet the indicators of 
success, a recommendation for next steps in the implementation of a community bus 
scheme will be made. If it is determined that these islands cannot meet the indicators 
and would not be able to support a community bus, a recommendation for alternative options 
will be made instead. 
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BC Ferries and Strathcona Community Health Network as Partners  

 
The Cortes Transportation Committee presented to our local Ferry Advisory Committee in 
2018 a summary of the Cortes Transportation Study’s recommendations that were relevant 
to the ferry system, including the idea of a cross-Quadra shuttle. After hearing some 
willingness from BC Ferries to be more directly involved in this cross-Quadra shuttle 
exploration, the Cortes Transportation Committee submitted to BC Ferries a very rough 
Quadra shuttle concept piece (see below), which now will be greatly improved through the 
work of the VIU Masters student. This concept piece, along with a commitment from Claire 
Trevena’s office (Minister of Transportation) to be involved in these discussions, and the 
Masters student commitment to this project, has solidified BC Ferries’ commitment to be 
involved.   
 
Transportation and Housing are the Strathcona Community Health Network’s top strategic 
priority areas at this time. Over the past few months, the Network has hosted transportation 
tables in Gold River, Zeballos, Sayward, and Cortes and will be completing this circuit this 
summer/fall with visits to Tahsis and Quadra. The Network has begun to engage in the BC 
Community Bus Coalition’s work and is helping to facilitate conversations between key 
parties who have committed to helping advance the cross-Quadra shuttle bus exploration.  
 

Next Steps 

The Cortes Transportation Committee, housed within the Friends of Cortes Island Society, 
has submitted a $7,000 Cortes Grant-In-Aid application primarily aimed at hiring a part-time 
transportation coordinator to help implement many key aspects of the Cortes 
Transportation Plan, including – but in no way limited to – supporting the exploration of a 
Community Bus on Cortes and a shuttle crossing Quadra Island. 

 
Supporting people who are willing and able to find alternative transportation options to the 
daily reliance on the personal automobile is the work of our time. As we face the present and 
pending threats of climate change, not only is it our duty to reduce GHG emissions but also 
to support community resiliency as we make the inevitable societal shifts toward 
sustainability and simplicity.  
 
I am grateful to the SRD Board for your continued support for finding transportation 
alternatives both on Cortes and within the region.   
 
 
Sincerely,   

 
Noba Anderson, Regional Director 
 
 



CORTES ISLAND TRANSPORTATION DEMAND STUDY 2017:  A BRIEF OVERVIEW 
 

The Strathcona Regional District contracted Bunt & Associates (who worked with Kate Maddigan and 

Max Thaysen locally) to both understand Cortes’ transportation habits and needs, and to explore 

strategies to enhance transportation options. Transportation alternatives are aimed at reducing Cortes’ 

climate pollution while increasing mobility.  

  

 Public Engagement 

• An advisory committee was struck of five islanders to 

guide the study process. 

• 374 survey responses were received from residents 

and visitors, representing 942 people. 

• Comparable best-practices were sought from the 

region and around the world. 

• Transportation providers were interviewed along with 

specially interested organizations and individuals. 

• Leveraging existing methods and modes was modeled 

to achieve the most for the least.  

 

Resident Survey Results 

• 85% of respondents want to reduce their carbon emissions. 

• Cortes has a small population. 

• 45% of the population is over 65 years of age. 

• Official Community Plan supports 'alternatives' 

• Getting to Campbell River is a big deal. Ferries seem 

to work best for most, but not great for many. 

• In July 2017, the average ferry was 72% full. 

• People are spread out physically around the island. 

• Island roads are mostly narrow, winding and hilly. 

• Regarding their transportation: 40% of Cortes 

residents are satisfied, 25% dissatisfied, 35% neutral. 

• Most people support existing options.  

 

 

 



Visitor Survey Results 

• Over 78% of visitors declared that they were looking 

for ways to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. 

43% stated this as a strong desire. 

• Lodging was spread out quite evenly. 

• Most visitors were quite comfortable with current 

informal means (hitchhiking, biking, walking) 

 

 

Future Transportation Options 

Residents and visitors were asked the likelihood that they would participate in various future 

transportation options. Below are the % of those 'somewhat' and 'quite likely' to participate:  

• Wider shoulders for walkers or cyclists   - 44% 

• Cycling – improvements to increase safety - 25%  

• A shuttle across Quadra    - 21% 

• A scheduled min-bus service on Cortes   - 20% 

• Designated car-stops for hitchhikers   - 12% 

• Ride-sharing      - 11% 

• E-bike/ moped rentals     - 9% 

• Car-Sharing, especially for around CR   - 9% 

• Cortes Taxi/Uber      - 9% 

• Infrastructure for electric vehicles   - 7% 

• Other: better CR transit, shared car in CR, ship to Vancouver  

 

Main Options Considered 

• Bus: on Cortes? Mostly empty. Across Quadra? Yes! And it should have a bike rack. 

• Better use of existing facilities? School buses, Cortes Connection, taxis, Uber, ridesharing 

• Pre-parking for the ferry and the triple trips: reservation? shuttle/rideshare? 

• Cycling safety: fix the bad corners, clean the shoulder regularly, mark the road, educate drivers. 

• E-bikes are great. Need charging stations. Community organization could increase adoption. 

• Hitchiking encouragement: car-stops, education, ethics, coordination. 

• Car and bike sharing – support. 

• EVs: education, charging stations. 

 

Other Considerations 

• Equity on public right-of-ways; ICBC disincentives; no solution for all - just for some, sometimes. 



   



QUADRA ISLAND SHUTTLE PROPOSAL 
By the Cortes Island Transportation Committee 

October 2018 

 

Introduction 

 

The people of Cortes Island need a shuttle across Quadra, between Heriot Bay and Quathiaski 

Cove.  The people of Quadra Island may find much benefit as well.  The shuttle could be a van 

that connects some or all daily ferries to/from Cortes with ferries to/from Campbell River.   

 

There are many possible sources of funding to consider -- most successful will likely be a 

partnership between BC Ferries, Vancouver Island Health Authority, BC Transit, Strathcona 

Regional District, the Cortes Island Transportation Committee and the public. 

 

BC Ferries has a mandate to “...connect communities and customers to the people and places 

important in their lives”, and holds values of caring, collaboration and sustainability.  We believe 

that these intentions will find their fullest expression in an effort to help provide public transport 

across Quadra Island.  As BC Ferries considers vessel replacements with increased capacity, 

we urge the smart approach -- demand management and increasing non-car options.    

 

Background 

 

In 2016/17, Cortes Island undertook to identify her transportation needs and opportunities. This 

became the Cortes Island Transportation Study, funded by the SRD. Crossing Quadra emerged 

as a significant limitation on the mobility options of Cortesians.  

 

There exists currently a taxi service on Quadra, but with intermittent availability and reported 

under-reliability.  Until recently, there was a passenger and freight service: the ‘Cortes 

Connection’.  It was well used, but many found the schedule and the cost prohibitive (1 round 

trip, 3-5 times/week; $10 to cross Quadra).  The ‘Cortes Connection’ closed up for business for 

personal reasons, not for lack of need.  Asking for rides from other travelers with vehicles is 

another common way to cross Quadra, but it is not accessible to everyone, comfortable, or 

reliable enough. 

 

Needs 

 

With the lack of affordable transportation options for foot passengers to cross Quadra Island to 

access services in Campbell River, along with ever-increasing ferry vehicle overloads every 

year, the need for a Quadra Island shuttle transportation option is greater than ever. A Quadra 

shuttle would reduce vehicle traffic congestion on the ferries, and could alleviate the need for a 

new, larger ferry, at considerable financial and environmental cost. 

 

A Quadra Island shuttle would provide transportation for those who do not, or cannot, use a 

personal vehicle. Many citizens lack the financial resources for vehicle ownership, others have 



disabilities that prevent them from driving, and others still are making an ethical decision to limit 

their contribution of climate-destabilizing pollution.  The provision of a Quadra shuttle would go a 

long way to providing a low-carbon connection to Campbell River.  There is also the frequent 

case of patients who get transported to hospital by ambulance and have no way to get home but 

to ask for help at car windows in a fragile state. 

 

The transportation study included resident and visitor surveys which revealed that 21% of 

respondents were likely to make use of a shuttle across Quadra. 

 

The Strathcona Community Health Network has identified transportation as major limiting factor 

in the health of communities in our region. 

 

Proposal 

 

We are proposing a shuttle service from Heriot Bay to Quathiaski cove.  Passengers arriving on 

Quadra Island at either of the ferry terminals would be transported across to the next ferry 

terminal during an express schedule. Outside scheduled express times, passengers could 

access other stops on Quadra. This service will be designed based on the input from Quadra 

and Cortes Island residents and visitors, subject to flexibility in routes and schedules to create a 

service that best meets the needs of users in the first year.  

 

While this service aims to provide express, ferry-to-ferry service six times per day to largely 

service passengers originating or arriving on Cortes Island, there are many opportunities for 

pick-up service or an alternate route to serve passengers originating or arriving on Quadra 

Island.  This is outlined in Table 1, below. 

 

 

The Vehicle 

 

The Ford Transit is an excellent 

option.  There are some electric 

small buses becoming available as 

well.  

 

 

 

Only one bus will be used on any 

given day initially, but a secondary, 

back-up vehicle will be necessary in 

order to provide continuity of 

service. 

 

 

 



Draft Schedule: 

Table 1. Quadra Island Ferry-to-Ferry Express, with opportunities for non-express route  

Express 

Heriot Bay 

DEP 

Express 

Q.Cove 

ARR 

Non-express 

route START 

time 

DEP 

Ferry to 

CR 

Non-express 

route END 

time 

Express 

Q. Cove 

DEP 

Express 

Heriot Bay 

ARR 

DEP Ferry 

to Cortes 

   6:20 AM     

  6:00 AM 7:05 AM     

   8:00 AM 8:15 AM    

8:35 AM 8:45 AM  9:00 AM  8:50 AM 9:00 AM 9:05 AM 

9:05 AM 9:15 AM 9:20 AM 10:00 AM     

   11:00 AM 10:40 AM 10:50 AM 11:00 AM 11:05 AM 

11:05 AM 11:15 AM 11:20 AM 12:00 PM     

   1:00 PM 12:40 PM 12:45 PM 1:00 PM 1:05 PM 

1:05 PM 1:15 PM 1:20 PM 2:05 PM     

   3:00 PM 2:40 PM 2:45 PM 3:00 PM 3:05 PM 

3:05 PM 3:15 PM 3:20 PM 4:00 PM     

   5:00 PM 4:40 PM 4:45 PM 5:00 PM 5:05 PM 

5:05 PM 5:15 PM  5:50 PM  5:55 PM 6:00 PM 6:45 PM 

  6:00 PM 7:00 PM     

   8:00 PM 9:00 PM    

Pickups possible along route, or alternate route * 

 

 

 

 

Partnerships 

 

The Mount Waddington Bus Service, recently initiated, was innovative in that it received a 

portion of its funding from the Ministry of Health.  The Ministry of Health was finding that a lack 

of mobility was contributing to health issues and so got involved. 

 

BC Transit is of course a likely candidate for offering bus service.  They have some minimum 

population density requirements that make their participation less than straight forward.  They 

could be encouraged to partner. 

 

 

 

 

 



Budget 

Cortes Ferry Shuttle, General Assumptions  

 

Ford Transit 10-14 passenger vehicle, 6 round-trips per day, ferry to ferry 

Route: 8 km, 10 mins driving 

    first 6 months 

next 12 

months 

Operations number of buses in operation   1+backup 1+backup 

 operating days Mon-Fri  125 250 

  Sat & Sun  52 104 

 operating hours 0830 to 1700 Mon-Fri  8 8 

 

operating hours (am & pm 

round trip) Sat & Sun  3 3 

 Driver (contract) Mon-Fri $18/hour $135/day $135/day 

 Driver (contract) Sat & Sun $18/hour $54/day $54/day 

      

Administration 

Dispatcher/Coodinator/Back 

up driver monthly $1,667 $10,000 $20,000 

 Administration/communication  $100/mo $600 $1,200 

 Maintenance vehicles  $125/mo $750 $1,500 

      

Fuel costs Assumed litres/100 km**   17 17 

 fuel cost / litre 2018   $1.50 $1.50 

 

Litres per hr (based on 30 

km/hr)   5 5 

 fuel use and cost per day 

8 hours 

driving 40 litres $60 $60 

  

3 hours 

driving 15 litres $23 $23 

      

Insurance 

costs Ford Transit  $280/mo $1,682 $3,363 

 second vehicle  $190/mo $1,142 $2,284 

      

Passengers Passengers per round trip   5 7 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/BC+Ferries+Quathiaski+Cove+(Quadra+Island)+Terminal,+Quathiaski+Road,+Comox-Strathcona+J,+BC/BC+Ferries+Heriot+Bay+(Quadra+Island)+Terminal,+W+Rd,+Heriot+Bay,+BC+V9W+5E3/@50.0717535,-125.2473382,13z/data=!4m14!4m13!1m5!1m1!1s0x5462aeeeacf217b9:0x8cd7ba0e8077b100!2m2!1d-125.215888!2d50.042161!1m5!1m1!1s0x54866ba0b5f99cbb:0xda719619aab9b88c!2m2!1d-125.2094518!2d50.1032179!3e0


 fare per passenger   $3.50 $3.50 

Fare revenue Revenue per round trip   $17.50 $24.50 

 Revenue per day Mon-Fri 

6 round trips 

daily $87.50 $147.00 

  Sat/Sun 

2 round trips 

daily $35.00 $49.00 

 Revenue per week   $507.50 $833.00 

      

 Revenue per month 30 days/mo  $2,030.00 $3,332.00 

      

Other Income special events...     

      

** Based on fuel efficiency for 2017 Ford Transit Passenger Wagon 10 Passenger at 16L/100km 

Round trip distance between ferries: 16 km. There are 6 ferry runs per day for the Cortes - Quadra ferry. 

 

 

Cortes Shuttle Cost 

Assumptions      

      

Cost and Revenue Assumptions 

Operations trips daily Mon-Fri    6 

 trips daily Sat/Sun    2 

 Operating hours Mon-Fri    8 

 Operating hours Sat/Sun    3 

 Operating days per annum   Mon-Fri 250 

    Sat/Sun 104 

      

Driver costs Driver costs per hour (contract)    $18 

      

 Driver costs per day   Mon-Fri $144 

    Sat/Sun $54 

 Drivers per year    $41,616 

      



Admin & Capacity 

building 

Planning, research, evaluation 

contract  $20,000 annual $20,000 

 Admin expenses  $1,200 annual $1,200 

 Communication costs  $500  $500 

      

Fuel Costs Assumed litres/100 km**   $17/100 km  

 fuel cost / litre 2018   $1.50/L  

      

Insurance costs Ford Transit  $280/mo $1,682 $3,363 

 second vehicle  $190/mo $1,142 $2,284 

 

 

Financial Forecast, Quadra Ferry Shuttle 

      

Grant-Funded 

Infrastructure    6 months 12 months 

      

new used vehicles: 

capital cost    $100,000  

communication tools    $2,000  

grant funding applied for    $102,000  

      

Operational costs      

 

vehicle 

insurance 

Ford 

Transit   $1,682 $3,363 

 

vehicle 

insurance 

second 

vehicle   $1,142 $2,284 

 

annual 

vehicle 

maintenan

ce   $1,500 $3,000 

 

Administr

ation/com   $600 $1,200 



municatio

n 

 

Dispatche

r/coordina

tor/backup 

driver   $10,000 $20,000 

 Drivers   $20,808 $41,616 

 Fuel   $7,500 $15,000 

 

Total 

operating 

costs   $43,232 $86,463 

      

Operational 

Income      

 

passenger 

fares at 

$3.50   $ 12,180.00 $ 19,992.00 

Operational balance 

(operational costs-

operational income)    $ 31,052.00 $ 66,471.00 

      

Other Revenue      

 

Vehicle 

advertisin

g, 

charters   $2,500 $5,000 

 

Fundraisin

g  $3,000   

 

Revenue 

from 

"alternate 

route" 

passenger 

fare   $10,000 $12,000 

 

Other 

Revenue 

Total   $12,500 $17,000 

      

Balance   (negative #) $ 18,552.00 $ 49,471.00 

 

 



Evaluation 

 

We propose to run this shuttle route as a “pilot” project. The Cortes Transportation Committee 

will commit volunteer resources to study ridership, routes, schedules and fares, in order to 

provide the best shuttle service for Cortes Island.  Records of ridership numbers, with time and 

location will be kept. Adjustments to the routes and schedules will be made to meet the needs of 

riders and ensure our financial commitments are met. Riders will be surveyed, along with the 

general population about the service, and how it could be improved to meet needs. Our final 

evaluation report will outline results of the pilot project on routes, schedules, fares and 

management, providing recommendations regarding next steps, including financing of a Cortes 

Island public shuttle service. 

 

Conclusion 

 

A community-run shuttle service for Quadra and Cortes Islands is needed.  We expect, based 

on the experience of Gabriola, Mayne, Pender, Salt Spring, and Bowen Islands, that ridership 

will exceed our forecasts before the end of the pilot period, and that once service has proven to 

be effective, Quadra and Cortes Island passengers will fully support this service. 

 

      

Cortes Island Transportation Study Survey Results for Shuttle 

 

Many survey respondents stated the most effective and simple way to reduce Cortes Island's 

carbon footprint and enhance transport sustainability is to focus energy on a cross-Quadra bus 

or shuttle service. 

 

A consistent and dependable route across Quadra Island would allow Cortes residents to walk 

on the Whaletown to Quadra and Quadra to Campbell River ferries as they could be dropped 

off/ picked up at the Cortes ferry and use Campbell River’s BC Transit system to reach 

Vancouver Island destinations. 

 

We received various comments at the open houses and in the Resident Survey confirming that 

the Quadra Island crossing is indeed a major barrier for many Cortes residents: 

 

Survey Comments:                                                                                                                         

“If a service was available to shuttle us across Quadra that would be awesome, you wouldn't 

have to bug people for rides. Some sort of bus system on Cortes would be handy for people 

who don't drive or can't afford a vehicle etc...” 

“It is the across-Quadra stretch that discourages me from going to Campbell River.”  
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